
Zero Waste Conference: Leading At the Top of the Hierarchy
By Marialyce Pedersen, NRC Board Member

Nearly 500 people across the US soaked up inspiration and hope from breakthrough industry leaders
working at the top of the zero waste/circular economy hierarchy in waste prevention, repair and
reuse, with a good dose of meaningful environmental justice (EJ) progress too, at NRC ally Zero
Waste USA’s 2022 National Zero Waste Conference (NZWC), held online, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.

As is his style, at the Wednesday morning Keynote, How the Circular Economy Unlocks Barriers to
Employment, Terry McDonald, Executive Director of St. Vincent del Paul Society of Lane County,
Oregon, got the zero waste crowd excited and generating loads of comments and praise in the chat
boxes, by sharing his charity’s innovations in repair and reuse, including melting and smelting
donated gold and silver jewelry to make more valuable items, and championing of social justice by
employing formerly incarcerated people, who can be assigned to work alone, sorting materials in
large warehouses. Employees benefit from training materials in 13 languages, and are always offered
the chance to train up and learn new opportunities.

Realizing the potential to leverage this Oregon county charity’s experience and phenomenal success
over the past 50 years, three years ago, McDonald joined up with other nonprofit leaders to launch
the Cascade Alliance, a network of currently 15 social enterprise reuse and recycling businesses which
has to date created 90 jobs and more than $6 million in revenue, while diverting more than seven
million pounds of materials from landfills and burning.  In addition to traditional retail thrift shop
operations, mattress recycling and used book sales are creating stable revenue streams for new and
once-struggling businesses, while providing sustainable employment and community-building
through relationships.

A morning plenary, The Future is Now – Zero Waste Food Service, featured Jackie Suggitt, Director of
Capital, Innovation & Engagement at ReFed, a national nonprofit dedicated to ending food loss
waste through data-driven solutions, who introduced the online “Capital Tracker”, and Jamie Rhodes
from Upstream® Solutions, “a movement of activists, NGOs, and business innovators creating a
world where reuse and refill are standard practice,” discussing Chart Reuse – A Foodware Analytics
Platform.

ReFed’s new Capital Tracker demonstrates, with compelling datasets, how an annual investment of
$14 billion over the next ten years could reduce food waste by 45 million tons annually, and produce a
$73 billion annual net financial benefit; their estimate is a five-to-one ROI. The tracker provides critical
environmental savings estimates as well: reduction of 75 million metric tons of greenhouse gas
emissions and four trillion gallons of water saved, while recovering the equivalent of four billion
meals for those in need. Suggitt says that over ten years, the initiative could achieve the US goal of
reducing food waste by 50 percent by 2030, while creating more than 50,000 jobs. Funders and
those interested in learning more about how catalytic capital can lead to a multiplier effect for more
funding may visit the hyperlink above.
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Rhodes explained that the Upstream network supports leaders in US and Canada who are working
to transition away from the current “one-way throw-away” economic model, to catalyze and pass
policies that promote reuse and reduce single-use products and packaging. Chart Reuse is a
first-in-industry foodware reuse analytics platform, or tool, which allows food service companies to
calculate and manage their shift from single-use to reuse at large scale venues and campuses across
North America, while measuring climate, financial, and waste impacts of implementing a reuse
system.

Rhodes relayed that Upstream also provides numerous other resources at no charge, including
model ordinance and policy development guidance, online, including:

● A Step-By-Step Guide to Launching a Reuse Network
● National Reuse Network
● Reuse Policy Playbook

NRC Board Member and retired former Principal and Policy Advisor for the US EPA Jay Bassett spoke
at a concurrent session, Culture, Communication and Career Pathing, about how faith-based
organizations and schools provide a unique environment for societal change. He is now continuing
work begun at the EPA, via voluntary service on several local boards and coalitions in Georgia, to
address priority issues in disproportionately underserved and vulnerable communities through
community driven and based work.

“Integral Ecology means everything is connected,” Bassett said, stating that per Pope Francis’s
encyclical letter Laudato Si (“Praised Be”) the most comprehensive Vatican document to date on
environmentalism, ethics and Christian faith, Catholics are compelled by a moral compass to protect
the environment. SusteneriFuturo provides a framework for 1.3 million Catholics served in Atlanta.
GA to take part in creating a sustainable future.

Iterant Founder and CEO Matthew Senesky spoke at a Supply Chain and Zero Waste Purchasing
session, sharing his company’s system to pay companies for providing reusables. Businesses use
Iterant to purchase reused packaging from recovery channels, and packaging manufacturers use
Iterant to earn incentive payments or royalties “that make reuse their business too”.

Day Two’s Keynote, Think Globally, Fix Locally, spotlighted Peter Mui, founder of Fixit Clinic, an
organization which teaches repair skills, and also critical thinking, to elementary, secondary, high
school, college and university students, as well as community members, “through all-ages
do-it-together, hands-on fix-n-learn community-led discovery, disassembly, troubleshooting and
repair.” The global pandemic was initially an impediment to in-person repair clinics, but online
meeting rooms soon created an explosion of people around the globe, in all time zones, finding each
other, locating and swapping parts, even for unusual items, and thus really connecting while
teaching and fixing things together, 24/7.

NZWC attendees also learned about the Alliance of Mission Based Recyclers (AMBR) from founding
member Kate Bailey, former Policy and Research Director for Eco-Cycle in Colorado. AMBR members
“are working to guide new recycling policies and infrastructure investments to rebuild credible,
transparent recycling systems that serve as a bridge toward a circular economy and just, resilient
local communities.” The alliance includes Eco-Cycle, along with three other forward-focused US
materials recovery centers: The Ecology Center in Berkeley, CA; Eureka Recycling in Minneapolis, MN;
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and Recycle Ann Arbor. The Ann Arbor facility boasts a unionized staff and respect-garnering perks
like free, organically grown lunches for all workers.

At a third plenary, Community-based Solutions for Organics, Recycling and Plastic Pollution, Brenda
Platt, Director of Composting for Community Initiative for the Institute for Local Self-Reliance
Composting is an environmental-justice centric community- and skill-builder which teaches citizens to
build and operate community-size compost systems which often involve neighborhood mapping of
collection routes for bicycle haulers, and even Eagle Scout projects.

At an afternoon session, Recycling is Not Broken But Needs Some Help, NRC lifetime Board Member
and VP of Zero Waste USA’s Gary Liss provided an update on federal funding for recycling, and NRC
co-founder and longtime ally Neil Seldman, director of the Zero Waste USA Recycling Cornucopia
Project, shared that Austin, TX was planning to build a $22 million dollar waste incinerator, but it was
rejected by voters and instead, the city has realized a savings of $1 million through investments in
reuse and the creation of more than 100 jobs.

“Tax what you don’t want, ban what’s dangerous, pay for what you want (compost, reuse),”
Seldman says.

All of the above-mentioned non-profit organizations which are working so diligently to manifest zero
waste and the circular economy, many on very lean budgets, would presumably welcome end-of-year
charitable giving donations to advance their missions in 2023. Happy holidays, NRC members!
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